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In this post, I’d like to introduce the notion of « re��ection ampliퟀ�er » in relationship with the notion of

“re��ection-in-action”.

Common sense tells us that re��ection lies somewhere around the notion of learning and thinking. People

learn as a result of re��ecting. Re��ection is practised in order to consider an object in more detail (Amulya,

2004).

Objects about which re��ection can be ampliퟀ�ed are innumerable. One can boost thinking on life, space,

love, germs, fossils, butter��ies or any content topic. This post addresses one speciퟀ�c topic of re��ection:

oneself as a learner.

Taking learning as an object of re��ection is assumed to be an essential factor of expert learners (Ertmer &

Newby, 1996). Re��ective practice in formal learning contexts is supposed to gradually increase learners’

awareness of what helps and hampers a consistent orchestration of the various dimensions of their

learning processes.

There are a number of methods that are held to encourage re��ection on learning. These include learning

diaries, portfolios, discussions of learning strategies, use of video and observers in a learning context, etc.

These highly valuable approaches address post-practice re��ection or what Schön (1983) refers to as

“re��ection on action”, that is a thinking episode taking place after the event and re-evaluating it so as to

gain insight for improvement in the future.

But what about the training of “re��ection in action”? Here come the re��ection ampliퟀ�ers (RAs). They

present as deliberate, well-considered, and structured opportunities for students to examine and evaluate

aspects of their learning experience as they occur. Unlike post-practice introspection assignments

(portfolios, learning blogs…), RAs are nested in the study material and o관�ered to individuals during

learning activities. In the temporal ��ow of learning, their contiguity to student’s doings commits them to

re��ection-in-action more than to re��ection on action, though Schön’s (1983) distinction is relative: even a
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re��ection that takes place “in-action” bears on a pre-existing context. But in the case of a RA the interval is

supposed to be a matter of seconds or minutes rather than hours. A typical feature of RAs is that they

focus learners’ instant re��ection on aspects of the learning experience they are currently committed to.

RAs therefore present as brief, structured and repeated re��ection a관�ordances, interspersed in the

learning material and activated during its internalization. These built-in opportunities for re��ection are

purposed to o관�er stop-and-think episodes in the course of learning. Examples of re��ections ampliퟀ�ers

assigned to students in the course of their learning could be:

Rate your current mastery of the study material

 Give the degree of conퟀ�dence you have in the correctness of your answer

 For one minute, evoke mentally the content at hand

 Give an estimation of your feeling of learning

 Write down a question that the teacher could ask on this topic

The word “ampliퟀ�er” is used intentionally to convey the idea that enacting such a관�ordances for re��ection

in the course of learning expands the mental context of the task at hand and discloses aspects of it that

would otherwise be left untouched.

Re��ection ampliퟀ�ers have in common that they are harnessed to a ퟀ�rst-order learning assignment. They

serve it but are not confused with it due to their brevity and their meta-learning dimension. Re��ection

ampliퟀ�ers are intended to support students at examining aspects of their learning experience in the

moment of learning. They induce regular mental tinglings for evaluating “what is going on” (Salmon & al.

2007) and for nurturing internal feedback (Butler & Winne, 1995). They invite learners to think about what

they are doing while they are doing it. Through establishing a practice of re��ection during learning, RAs

provide students with an opportunity to develop a habit of and a positive attitude towards thinking about

learning. 

By providing students with deliberate and structured opportunities to examine and evaluate their own

learning while this learning unfolds, RAs instantiate a form of “split screen teaching” (Claxton, 2006), that

consists in maintaining a dual focus on the content of the lesson and the learning dispositions and

processes that are in play.  Do you practice split screen teaching by sometimes providing re��ection

ampliퟀ�ers to your students? What do they look like?
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